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Markov Processes Involving q�Stirling Numbers

Davide Crippa� Klaus Simon and Paul Trunz

Institut f�ur Theoretische Informatik

Eidgen�ossische Technische Hochschule

CH����� Z�urich

�crippa�simon�trunz��inf�ethz�ch

Abstract

In this paper we consider the Markov process de�ned by

P��� � �� Pn�� � ��� �n��� � Pn���� � �n���� �Pn������

for transition probabilities �n�� � q� and �n�� � qn��� We give closed forms
for the distributions and the moments of the underlying random variables�
Thereby we observe that the distributions can be easily described in terms
of q	Stirling numbers of the second kind� Their occurrence in a purely time
dependent Markov process allows a natural approximation for these numbers
through the normal distribution� We also show that these Markov processes
describe some parameters related to the study of random graphs as well as to
the analysis of algorithms�

Keywords� q	Stirling numbers
 Markov processes
 random graphs
 approxi�
mate counting�
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� Introduction

In this paper we will study the Markov process de�ned by

P��� � �

Pn�� � � for � �� f �� � � � � n g and ���

Pn�� � �� � �n��� Pn���� � �n���� Pn������ otherwise�

where Pn�� is the probability distribution of the underlying random variable at dis	
crete time n and �n�� is the transition probability from state � to state � � � at
time n
 In particular we will consider some special choices of transition probabil	
ities for which the random variable described by the process assumes a concrete
interpretation

The motivation behind this work arises from the average case analysis of combi	

natorial algorithms� in particular the Simon algorithm �Sim� CS��� for computing
the transitive closure on acyclic digraphs and the so�called �Approximate Counting
Algorithm� �see �Fla�� Mor���� a method for �keeping approximate counts of large
numbers in small registers�
 In �Sim� two variants of the above process have been
analyzed� namely�

�n�� � � � q� and �n�� � q��

For the �rst transition probability� the underlying random variable models the size of
the transitive closure of a node in the random acyclic digraph Gn�p
 Closed forms for
its distribution and moments involving q�hypergeometric series are given in �SCC���

The second one describes the width of a greedy constructed decomposition of Gn�p

into node disjoint paths �Sim� as well as the value of the counting register in the
�Approximate Counting Algorithm�
 Flajolet �Fla�� showed that the distribution
of this random variable is given by

Pn�� �
���X
j��

����j q
�j�� ��� q��j�n��

�q�j �q���j��
�

After having introduced some de�nitions in Section �� in Section �
� we will simplify
this expression to

Pn�� � ��� q�n�� q�
�
�� S���� n � ���

where S��n� h� is the q�Stirling number of the second kind �Gou���� and we will
present closed forms for the �rst two moments� results which are missing in �Sim�
and �Fla��
 As a nice byproduct we will observe that the same process also models
the size of a greedy clique and the size of a greedy stable set

In Section �
� then we will deal with another distribution describing the random

variable counting number of sources �or sinks� in a random acyclic digraph
 In this
case the transition probability will be given by

�n�� � qn���

which will lead to
Pn�� � ��� q�n�� q�

n
� � S���n� n� ��� ���

�



Note that in this case the transition probability is only dependent on the time
n
 This allows a simple approximation for the discrete time process� leading to
the well�known backward equation of Kolmogorov �see �Fel��� Volume II� Di�usion
Processes�� �Gne����

�f�n� ��

�n
� �a�n� �� �f�n� ��

��
�
�

�
b�n� ��

��f�n� ��

���
���

In our case we have

a�n� �� � a�n� and b�n� �� � b�n��

conditions which allow to reduce ��� to

�f�n� ��

�n
�
�

�

��f�n� l�

���
�

whose solution is given by the normal distribution
 This approximation together
with ��� results in an approximation for the q�Stirling numbers of the second kind


� Some De�nitions

In the following let G � �V�E� be a graph with a set of vertices V and a set of
edges E � V � V 
 Without loss of generality we will assume that the graph does
not contain loops �i
e
 edges with two equal endpoints�
 In later sections we will
present some interpretations of the Markov process ��� related to random graphs

Let us therefore introduce the following model��

De�nition � The probability space of graphs Gn�p is de�ned as the set of graphs
with vertex set V � f�� � � � � ng and edge set

E � f fi� jg j i� j � V� i �� j g for an undirected�

E � f �i� j� j i� j � V� i �� j g for a directed and

E � f �i� j� j i� j � V� i � j g for a directed� acyclic graph�

where every edge occurs independently with probability p � ��� ��� In the following
we will use the convention of writing q instead of �� p�

Throughout this paper we will deal with the so�called q�notation� a pure num	
bertheoretical notation which seems to be the appropriate tool to deal with our kind
of problems
 Let us therefore introduce the following de�nitions
�

�For more details on random graphs see �Pal����
�For more details on these topics see �GR���	 �HW��� and �Gou
���

�



The q shifted factorial is de�ned for any integer n by

�A� q�� � �A�� � �� ���

�A� q�n � �A�n �
n��Y
j��

���Aqj�� ���

Whenever no misunderstanding can arise� by the q�shifted factorials as well as by
the following q�formulae we will drop the q


� The q�natural numbers are de�ned for any integer n by

�n�q � �n� � � � qn

� � q
� ���

� The q�Stirling numbers of the �rst kind are de�ned for integers n� k as the sum
of the

�
n

k

�
products with k di�erent factors which may be formed from the �rst

n q�natural numbers ���� ���� � � � � �n� �for k � � we will de�ne them as ��
 We will
follow the notation of Gould �Gou��� and denote them by S��n� k� q� � S��n� k�

As an illustration let us compute a few examples�

S���� �� � ��� � � �de�nition�

S���� �� � ��� � ��� � ��� � � � � q � q�

S���� �� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � � � � q � � q� � q�

� Similarly� the q�Stirling numbers of the second kind S��n� k� q� � S��n� k�� are de	

�ned for integers n� k as the sum of the
�
n�k��

k

�
products� each with k factors �re	

peated factors allowed�� which may be formed from the �rst n q�natural numbers
���� ���� � � � � �n� �for k � � they will be also de�ned as ��
 Again let us compute a
few examples�

S���� �� � ��� � � �de�nition�

S���� �� � ��� � ��� � � � q

S���� �� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � � � � q � q�

S���� �� � ��� ��� ��� � ��� ��� ��� � ��� ��� ��� � ��� ��� ���

� � � � q � � q� � q�

While these de�nitions are quite simple� they soon become useless because of the
large number of terms involved
 Let us therefore present recurrences which are
more practical in many circumstances�

S��n� k� � S��n� �� k� � �n�S��n� �� k � �� ���

S��n� k� � S��n � �� k� � �n�S��n� k � �� ��

�



The relationship between q Stirling numbers of the �rst kind and q Stirling num
bers of the second kind is given by

S���n� �� k� ��q� � qk S��n� k� q� ���

S���n� �� k� ��q� � qk S��n� k� q� ����

which can be regarded as de�nition of q�Stirling numbers for negative coe�cient
n


� Finally we will de�ne the broken Lambert series as

Ln�q�
def
�

nX
���

q�

�� q�
� ����

notice that the usual Lambert Series� L��q�� corresponds to the generating func	
tion of the divisor�function


� The Markov Process

In this section we will consider the Markov process ��� for two particular transition
probabilities� namely

�n�� � q� and �n�� � qn���

The process with the former one de�nes a random variable whose distribution was
provided in closed form by Flajolet �Fla��
 In Section �
� we will simplify this
result to an expression involving q�Stirling numbers and we will also provide closed
forms for the �rst two moments
 In Section �
� then we will consider the Markov
process with the second transition probability
 A graphtheoretical interpretation
for the underlying random variable will be given together with closed forms for its
distribution and moments


��� Transition Probability �n�� � q�

A possible graphtheoretical interpretation for the random variable de�ned by the
process ��� with transition probability �n�� � q� is given by the so�called chain
decomposition of a graph


De�nition � For an acyclic digraph G we inductively de�ne a chain decomposition
as a partition Z � Z� � � � � � Zk of V satisfying�

�� For n � � the partition Z contains only the path Z� � ��

	� Let n 	 � and Z � Z�� � � ��Z� be the partition of G not containing the node
n� Then either one of the paths Zi� � 
 i 
 �� can be extended to n or there
is no Zi for which there is an edge between the last vertex of Zi and n� In
the �rst case we extend that Zi to n and in the second one a new path Z���

containing only the node n is added to Z�

�



We say then that G has a decomposition of width k� We will denote by Kn the width
of the chain decomposition of a graph belonging to the Gn�p class
 further we will
write Kn�� for the probability of having Kn � ��

It is now easy to show that Kn�� satis�es the following recursion�

K��� � � and Kn�� � ��� q��Kn���� � q���Kn������� ����

Consider the process in which we build a Gn�p graph Gn from a graph Gn�� through
addition of the node n� then in Gn we will have � chains if in Gn�� either there
are already � chains and the node n is connected to at least one of the chain ends�
or there are only � � � chains and n is not connected to any of their ends
 The
corresponding probabilities are

Kn���� �� � q�� and Kn������ q
����

and thus Kn�� satis�es the recursion ����


In �Fla�� the following closed form for the distribution Kn�� was found using
other� mainly analytical� techniques�

Kn�� �
���X
j��

����j q
� j� � ��� q��j�n��

�q�j �q���j��
� ����

We will simplify this to

Theorem � The probability Kn�� that in Gn�p the chain decomposition has width �
is given by

Kn�� � ��� q�n�� q�
�
�� S���� n� �� ����

Proof� We will prove ���� by induction on n
 Considering �rst that K��� � �� the
case n � � is established
 With ���� we �nd further for n 	 ��

Kn�� � ��� q��Kn���� � q���Kn������

I�H�
� ��� q�� �� � q�n���� q�

�
�� S��l� n� �� ��

� q��� �� � q�n�� q�
���
� � S��� � �� n � ��

� ��� q�n�� q�
�
�� ����S���� n� � � �� � S���� �� n� ���� �z �

���
�S���� n� ��

�ut

In Figure � we have plotted the evolving distribution for di�erent values of q

We clearly see that expectation and variance both rise with increasing values of q

Next we will �nd closed forms for the �rst two moments of Kn
 Let us start by

considering the probability generating function of Kn
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Figure �� The evolving distribution of the number of chains
in a random acyclic digraph with �� vertices


Lemma � The probability generating function

gn�z�
def
�

nX
���

z�Kn��

of the random variable Kn has the following closed form�

gn�z� �
n��X
���

�
n��
�

�
��q�� z �z��� ����

Proof� Let us de�ne
G�t� y� �

X
n��
���

Kn���� t
n y�� ����

Then we have

G�t� y� � t�
X
n��
���

Kn���� t
n y�

� t�
X
n��
���

Kn������ t
n�� y�

���
� t�

X
n��
���

���� q����Kn���� � q�Kn��� t
n�� y�

� t� tG�t� y�� t q G�t� y q� � y q tG�t� y q�

so that

G�t� y� �
t

�� t
� t q �� � q�

� � t
G�t� y q��

Iteration �nally yields

G�t� y� �
X
n��

����n tn�� qn �y�n
�� � t�n��

� ����

�



Accordingly we get

gn�z� �
X
���

z�Kn��

� z
X
���

z�Kn����

� z G�t� z�
���
tn
z

� z
X
���

����� t��� q� �z��
��� t����

������
tn

� z
X
���

X
h��

����� t��h��
�
��h

h

�
q� �z��

������
tn

� z
X
���

�����
�
n��
�

�
q� �z��� ut

From ���� we can easily derive the expectation and the second moment of Kn


Theorem � The expected value of Kn is given by

E �Kn � � � �
n��X
���

�
n��
�

�
������� q� �q���� ���

and the second moment by

E � �Kn�
� � � E �Kn � � �

n��X
���

������� q� �q����
�
n��
�

�
�� � L����q��� ����

Proof� To prove this theorem we notice that�
d

dz
gn�z�

	
z��

�

�
nX

���

� z���Kn��

	
z��

� E �Kn �

and �
d�

dz�
gn�z�

	
z��

�

�
nX

���

� �� � �� z���Kn��

	
z��

� E � �Kn�
� ��E �Kn ��

In gn�z� the only term containing z is z �z�� so that we only need to determine the
�rst two derivatives of this term
 For � � � we have�

d

dz
z �z��

	
z��

�

�
d

dz
z

	
z��

� �

and for � 	 � we �nd�
d

dz
z �z��

	
z��

�

�
d

dz
z �� � z��zq����

	
z��

� �q�����

zThereby we denote the coe�cient of t
n�

��



On the other hand we observe for the second derivative�
d�

dz�
z �z��

	
z��

�

�
d�

dz�
z ��� z� �zq����

	
z��

�

�
d

dz



��� � z� �zq���� � z ��� z�

d

dz
�zq����

�	
z��

� �� �q���� � �
�
z
d

dz
�zq����

	
z��� �z �

��q����
���X
j��

qj

� � qj

� ��q���� ��� �L����q�� �

Expressions ��� and ���� follow directly therefrom
 ut
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Figure �� The evolving expectation �left� and variance for the
number of chains


In Figure � we have plotted the evolution of the expectation and the variance of
Kn for a random graph with �� �lowest curves�� �� and ��� nodes

Note that we can model the number of vertices in a greedy constructed stable

set using the same probability process
 Instead of dealing with the end vertices of a
chain we look at the vertices in the stable set
 Further� if we substitute q with p we
can also model the number of vertices in a greedy constructed maximal clique using
a dual argument


��� Transition Probability �n�� � qn��

In this section we will consider the Markov process ��� with the transition probability
�n�� � qn��� It turns out that the random variable modeled by this process has

��



another graphtheoretical interpretation� namely the number of sources in a random
acyclic digraph


De�nition 	 A node v in a digraph G is called a source if it does not have any
predecessor� We will denote by Sn the number of sources in a random acyclic digraph
drawn from the Gn�p class� Furthermore we denote by Sn�� the probability of having
exactly � sources in such a graph�

Again it is not di�cult to show that Sn�� satis�es the Markov process ��� with
transition probability

�n�� � qn��� ����

Consider in fact the process in which we build a graph Gn from Gn�� through
addition of the node n
 The graph Gn can have exactly � sources if in Gn�� either
there exist only � � � sources and no node of Gn�� is connected to n� or there
are already � sources and there is at least a node in Gn�� connected to n
 The
corresponding probabilities are

Sn������ q
n�� and Sn���� �� � qn����

proving therefore what we have asserted


At this point we can show�

Theorem 
 Let G be a random acyclic digraph drawn from the Gn�p model� Then
the random variable Sn counting the number of sources in G has the following dis�
tribution� expectation and variance�

Sn�� � ��� q�n�� q�
n
� � S���n� n� �� ����

E �Sn � � �n� ����

and
Var�Sn � � �n�q � �n�q� ����

Proof�We �rst prove ���� by induction on n
 For n � � the equation is satis�ed� so
let us assume n 	 �
 Using ��� and ���� we get

Sn�� � ��� qn��� Sn���� � qn�� Sn������
I�H�
� ��� qn��� �� � q�n���� q�

n��
� � S���n� �� n � � � ��

� qn�� �� � q�n�� q�
n��
� � S���n� �� n � ��

� ��� q�n�� q�
n
� �

�


�n� ��
qn��

S���n� �� n � � � �� � S���n� �� n� ��

�

���
� ��� q�n�� q�

n
�
�


�n� ��
qn��

S���n� �� n � �� ��

��



� S���n� n� �� � ��n� ��S���n� �� n � � � ��
�

� ��� q�n�� q�
n
� �

S���n� n� ��

�
� �n� ��

qn��
� ��n� ��

�
� �z �

�

S���n� �� n� � � ��
�
�

Let us now de�ne the random variables Vi� � 
 i 
 n� taking value � if node i is
a source and � otherwise
 Vi has therefore a Bernoulli distribution with probability
qi��� namely the probability that node i is a source in G
 Accordingly we get

E �Vi � � qi�� and Var�Vi � � qi�� ��� qi����

This leads immediately to

E �Sn � � E �
nX

i��

Vi � �
nX

i��

E �Vi � �
nX

i��

qi�� �
� � qn

� � q
� �n��

On the other hand� the Vi�s are pairwise independent random variables and hence
we get

Var�Sn � �
nX

i��

Var�Vi � �
nX

i��

qi�� ��� qi���

�
� � qn

� � q
� � � �q

��n

� � q�
� �n�q � �n�q�� ut
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Figure �� The evolving distribution of the number of sources
in a random acyclic digraph with �� vertices


We have plotted in Figure � the evolution of the distribution representing the
number of sources in a random acyclic digraph with �� vertices and q going from
�
� to �
�

In Figure � we have plotted the evolution of the expectation and the variance of

Sn for a random graph with �� �lowest curves�� �� and ��� nodes


��
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Figure �� The evolving expectation �left� and variance for the
number of sources


In this section we have presented a distribution which describes the number of
sources in a random directed acyclic graph
 Note that for symmetry reasons the
same process can also be used to describe the number of sinks in a random acyclic
digraph
 This holds even though the process which describes the number sinks is
completely di�erent from the process describing the number sources


� Approximations

In this section we will consider the approximation of the discrete distribution Sn��
by a function f�n� ��� continuous in both variables
 The classical example for this
kind of approach is the binomial distribution BIN�n� p�

Bn�� �



n

�

�
p� �� � p�n�� ����

which can be approximated by the normal distribution N��� 	��

Nn�� �
�p
�
 	�

exp



�� �

	�

�
����

with expectation � � np and variance 	� � p �� � p�n� A simple approach leading
to these results comes from the interpretation of the normal distribution as a di�u	
sion process
 One dimensional di�usion processes can by described by the partial
di�erential equation

�f�x� t�

�t
� �a�x� t� �f�x� t�

�x
�
�

�
b�x� t�

��f�x� t�

�x�
� ����

known as Kolmogorov backward equation �see �Fel����

Let Y�t� be a random variable describing the position of a particle at time t

and let f�x� t� be the probability function of Y�t�
 Further let the random variable

��



Yx�t�� � describe the position of the particle at time � 	 t on the condition that
Y�t� � x
 Then f�x� t� satis�es equation ���� and the coe�cients a�x� t� and b�x� t�
are given by

a�x� t� � lim
�t��

�

�t
E �Yx�t�t��t�� Yx�t�t� � ����

b�x� t� � lim
�t��

�

�t
E � �Yx�t�t��t��Yx�t�t��

� �� ���

From a physical point of view a�x� t� represents the mean speed value of Y�t� at
position x and b�x� t� is proportional to the mean kinetic energy of the system

The simplest nontrivial case in which we can solve equation ���� is given by

a�x� t� � � and b�x� t� � ��

reducing the Kolmogorov equation to

�f�x� t�

�t
�
�

�

��f�x� t�

�x�
� ����

This process describes the Brownian motion and in this case the solution of ���� is
the normal distribution N��� ��

The connection between a Markov process of type ��� and a di�usion process

arises from the interpretation of n as time and � as position
 Then the Markov
process corresponds to a di�usion process �see �Ris��� with

a�n� �� � �n�� and b�n� �� � �n���

Unfortunately equation ���� is not easy to solve in the general case
 However� if a
and b are dependent only on the time and not on the position� i
e


a�t� x� � a�t� and b�t� x� � b�t��

then we can apply a variable substitution to ���� �see �Gne�� x��� x���� and reduce
it to ����� whose solution will be given by N��� 	��

This is exactly the case for the random variable Sn
 As we already have closed

forms for its expectation and variance it seems natural to use them in the normal
distribution
 Accordingly we get

Sn�� � �q
�
Var�Sn �

exp



��
�

���E �Sn ���

Var�Sn �

�

�
�q

�
 ��n�q � �n�q��
exp



��
�

�� � �n���
�n�q � �n�q�

�
�

This together with the exact formula ���� for the distribution results in the following
approximation for the q�Stirling numbers of the second kind�

S���n� �� � ��� q��� q��
n
��q

�
 ��n�q � �n�q��
exp



��
�

�� � �n���
�n�q � �n�q�

�
� ����

��
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Figure �� Source distribution and its approximation in a graph
with �� nodes for q � ��� �left curves� and q � ���


This approximation for Sn�� seems to be pretty good as we can see in Figure �

However� there are some remarks to be done
 While the distribution is very well
approximated for values of � such that Sn�� is signi�cantly above �� the approximation
becomes too small for values of � such that Sn�� is close to �
 In the latter case the
approximation may deviate from the correct value by several orders of magnitude

This is still a very small di�erence in absolute terms� but if we let �Sn�� be the value
computed with the approximation formula� then the relative error� computed as

Sn�� � �Sn��
�Sn��

�

may be a very large factor
 In Figure � we have plotted the absolute and relative
error between the distribution and the approximation for n � �� and q � ��� �see
Figure ��
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Figure �� Absolute �left� and relative �right� error between the
source distribution and its approximation for n � ��� q � ���
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In Figure � we have plotted relative di�erence between the q Stirling numbers
of the second kind and their approximation
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Figure �� Relative di�erence between q�Stirling numbers of the
second kind and their approximation for n � �� and q � ���


As we can see� the situation for the q�Stirling numbers is similar
 The approxi	
mation is pretty accurate around the expected value of the source distribution� but
the accuracy is rather poor in the regions where the source distribution has values
close to �

If we look at Figure � it becomes clear that expectation and variance become

larger for values of q near �
 As a large variance implies a �at curve� for values of q
close to � there will be a good number of values � for which Sn�� is su�ciently large

On the other hand� for values of q signi�cantly deviating from � the approximation
becomes inaccurate for most of the ��values
 Nonetheless� for graph theory purposes
the values of q close to � are the most interesting� since we usually deal with sparse
graphs


� Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have studied the random variable described by a general Markov
process for two particular transition probabilities
 It turns out that the distribu	
tions of these two random variables can be easily described in terms of q�Stirling
numbers of the second kind
 As far as we know this is the �rst time that these
numbertheoretical functions arise in conjunction with a probability distribution

One of the two random variables� the number of sources in a random acyclic

digraph� has a transition probability which is only time dependent
 This has al	
lowed us to determine an approximation for its distribution through the normal
distribution� leading �nally to an approximation for some q�Stirling numbers of the
second kind
 By the transform ��� we get then an approximation for some q�Stirling
numbers of the �rst kind


��



Although these approximations are not satisfactory over all range of parameters�
they de�nitely represent a �rst approach to the approximation of q�Stirling numbers�
a result that would be very meaningful to the theory of q	hypergeometric series
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